Xclusives (Ultra Modern)
13HD Machete (KHHI Parang)
This full sized heavy duty machete is both; an ARMOR, a TOOL, and also a HAMMER..











BLADE SIZE: 13 inches approx.
THICKNESS:10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT:1250 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT:1450 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT:1850 grams
FUNCTION: Heavy Duty, Jungle Warfare, Military, Regular Work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 28th Dec 2013)
CATEGORY: Xclusives (Ultra Modern)
BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish

One of the new types introduced by KHHI, outside the re-curve shape of the legendary khukuri, to enhance its splendid
collection of the hardcore jungle warfare knives and cutting tools. Its shape and size are influenced from “Parang”, a
short heavy straight-edged knife, which is widely used in Malaysia and Indonesia as a tool and weapon. The thick
heavy blade of the “HD Machete” is the driving force of the knife which drives it against and thru any surfaces with
ease and massive impact. It is designed for a stronger chopping action backed up by a heavier blade and the blade is
also beveled more obtusely to prevent it from binding in the cut. This full sized heavy duty machete is both; an
ARMOR - that can be used for attacking and defending; a TOOL - that can be used as chopper for cutting just about
anything; and also a HAMMER, to pounding things by its bulky spine. It is also a simple domestic knife that will come
handy in yards, gardens and stuffs. The knife is large enough to tackle woody brush yet small enough to handle easily
for small games. Its thick spine of 10 mm width goes all the way down to the tang which is securely wrapped by high
quality military standard paracord. The full flat tang is wrapped using a special wrapping technique developed by
KHHI. It is securely wrapped in such a fashion that the user feels very easy and safe to hold the knife, thus very handy.
The blade is full 13” long constructed for heavy duty hence the name “13HD”.

Blade size: 13 inches approx.
Handle size: 5 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 9-10 mm approx.
Weight: 1250 gms approx. (Blade + Handle)
Materials / Features:
EN-31 industrial steel, Paracord wrapped handle (black/army green); Leather Sheath

13” Scourge (Apocalypse)
For those who are prepared enough to be the Last Man Standing- when the undead walk the earth or your country falls
into a state of anarchy and chaos, the Scourge is the only answer to be the Survivor and Savior..











BLADE SIZE: 13 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 950 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1225 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1500 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Collection, Combat, Defending, Heavy Duty, Lethal, Stabbing
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 26th March, 20
CATEGORY: Xclusives (Ultra Modern)
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

"It was the sound of shuffling steps and deep, throaty moans that stirred him from his slumber and sent him stumbling
drowsily to the window. But it was the stench of rotting flesh that told him that something big was happening. He
whipped the curtains aside to confirm his suspicions: an undead face bared its few yellowed teeth and dragged its eight
remaining skeletal fingers down the glass. In one fluid movement he spun and removed Scourge from his bedside
drawer. He slid the blade free of its sheath and grinned wolfishly as it gleamed in his hands. "Finally," he smiled,
turning to face the zombie crashing through his bedroom window."

Scourge (skurj)
n. 1. A source of widespread dreadful affliction and devastation, such as that caused by pestilence or war.
When the undead walk the earth or your country falls into a state of anarchy and chaos, then this knife is all you need to
make sure you survive anything the end of the world as we know it can throw at you.
The Scourge uses a traditional khukuri as a time tested platform for an apocalyptic companion, but while it keeps all
the properties which makes khukuris famous, the modern alterations are what unlocks the knife's true potential as a
weapon and tool which you can rely on when faced with an unrelenting scourge.
Designed in collaboration between KHHI and Australian designer Andrew Lucas, this khukuri is unique in the wide
range of expertise being concentrated down into the knife, resulting in a new level of quality and refinement for KHHI.
During the design process, Andrew consulted the zombie experts of ZOMBIE SQUAD forums, building off their
expertise not only of what combat capabilities the knife should have, but most importantly what it should provide as a
survival tool, which ultimately led to the knife not only being beautiful and deadly, but having another entire dimension
of unique practicality that sets it apart from the crowd and ensures its current status as the finest Apocalyptic Survival
Khukuri currently on the market.
The sweeping, unique blade is a full 13" long, giving enough reach to keep distance between you and any wandering
corpses, while still keeping the knife's balance relatively lively for combat, something which is aided by the 9 mm
blade width that is enough to provide heft and durability. The entire back edge from the point to the "knee" of the spine
is ground to a sharpened edge (or an unsharpened edge if you so choose) which allows this khukuri to perform stabs,
lunges and upwards thrusts like no other kukri and with the integral guard ensuring that your hands stay safe while
performing all manner of tasks. The ridges on the back of the spine can be used for cutting square notches, which are
invaluable for making traps as well as acting as an ideal surface for striking firesteels against in survival situations.
Finally, the traditional Cho or blood drip's shape has been altered so that now it can also be used as a bottle opener
when you need to relax after a hard day of hacking down trees or hacking up the infected. (WARNING: clean zombie
blood off prior to cracking open a cold one.)
This particular full tang handle is a first for KHHI, as the rosewood scales are carved ergonomically to match the
contours of the human hand. This provides greater grip retention with less effort, meaning that you fatigue less when
performing tasks around your camp or hacking through hordes of the living dead. The over sized handle has been
specially designed with multiple hand grips in mind. Grip the handle close to the guard to angle the blade better for
penetration during thrusts and for a more controlled balance. Hold it closer to the pommel for greater force and reach,
ideal for splitting wood or cleaving a zombie's face in two. The Scourge's pommel is formed into a massive skull
crusher, with a devastating point that can focus all the weight of the khukuri onto a zombie's head, ensuring that you're
never left without an offensive option when put into a compromising position. This skull-crusher also features a lanyard
hole and a large, flat surface, which allows the knife to be used as a hammer for bashing in tent pegs or for emergency
repairs on barricades.
The 13" Scourge Khukuri- for those who are prepared enough to be the Last Man Standing.
Size of handle: 5.5 inches approx.
Weight of knife (blade + handle): 950 gms approx.
Chape/Kothi:
Scourge comes with lanyard loop tip as Pre-set. Only on Request/Demand the brass chape/kothi is affixed in its sheath
as shown in the photo
"It was the sound of shuffling steps and deep, throaty moans that stirred him from his slumber and sent him stumbling
drowsily to the window. But it was the stench of rotting flesh that told him that something big was happening. He
whipped the curtains aside to confirm his suspicions: an undead face bared its few yellowed teeth and dragged its eight
remaining skeletal fingers down the glass. In one fluid movement he spun and removed Scourge from his bedside
drawer. He slid the blade free of its sheath and grinned wolfishly as it gleamed in his hands. "Finally," he smiled,
turning to face the zombie crashing through his bedroom window."

Materials / Features:
Stylized sheath, sharpened/ false back edge, ergonomic rosewood handle, integral finger guard, bottle opener cho,
firesteel notches, skull crusher, hammer pommel section, lanyard hole
- See more at: http://www.khukrimuseum.com/catalog/product.php?id=333733fc98#sthash.WC3z4XQO.dpuf
"It was the sound of shuffling steps and deep, throaty moans that stirred him from his slumber and sent him stumbling
drowsily to the window. But it was the stench of rotting flesh that told him that something big was happening. He
whipped the curtains aside to confirm his suspicions: an undead face bared its few yellowed teeth and dragged its eight
remaining skeletal fingers down the glass. In one fluid movement he spun and removed Scourge from his bedside
drawer. He slid the blade free of its sheath and grinned wolfishly as it gleamed in his hands. "Finally," he smiled,
turning to face the zombie crashing through his bedroom window."

Battleman (Fight n’ Field knife)
Battleman is both a lethal Fighting knife and a very effective Field knife. The detachable knuckle duster adds variation
to the knife making it a destructive battle knife and/or a dominant utility knife in a just a matter of minute…











BLADE SIZE: 9 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 800 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 900 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1200 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Defending, Fighting, Hunting, Lethal, Regular Work, Stabbing
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 18th Nov 2014)
CATEGORY: Xclusives (Ultra Modern)
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

Battleman is both a lethal Fighting knife and a very effective Field knife. The detachable knuckle duster adds
variation to the knife making it a destructive battle knife and/or a dominant utility knife in a just a matter of
minute..
Blade size: 9 inches approx. (sharp section)
Handle size: 5 inches approx. (unpolished)
Blade Thickness: 8 mm approx. (flat)
Weight: 800 gms approx. (Blade + Handle)
Materials / Features:
Western Style 2mm Black/Brown belt leather sheath, Hardwood ergonomic handle, HC steel (EN-31), Solid knuckle
duster, Bottle opener ricasso, L-key configuration, Glass breaker extended tang

The Screw-Wala (Dismantles)
With the screw-system (nut-bolt) in place for handle it out classes the famous rivet-system; a solid hardcore working
knife..











BLADE SIZE: 12 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 800 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1050 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1400 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Military, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, KTM, Nepal (released on 10th Dec 2010)
CATEGORY: Xclusives (Ultra Modern)
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

This unique one of a kind, never done before kukri “the Screw-wala” proves the ability of KHHI as the best kukri
manufacturer in the world and also shows the determination of KHHI to always giving something newer, nicer and

better to its customers.
The distinctive and defined name of the khukuri points to the fact that “Screw” (nut-bolt) is used to fix (secure) its
handle and thus can be dismantled and assembled. The standard rivets are replaced by “Nut-Bolt” to firmly hold the
two scales (panels) of the handle and still can be dismantled if replacement is required. The screws are fitted (as shown
in the photo) into the handle that go through the metallic tang and also in the butt (pommel) of the handle that is rigidly
affixed to the tang. This Screw-System gives the strongest handle when tightly screwed and at the same time can be
easily unscrewed to replace the handle if and when necessary. This new “Screw- wal Panawal” handle comes with two
sets of handles, horn and wood. The contours, shape and design of each handle is made to provide the best possible
grip. Both handles are unpolished (not shining) for better and firm hold. The tang is blackened (chemical coated) to
prevent from rusting.
The Screw-wala’s blade follows the shape of the 12” Survival model but forged slightly more slender, thus lighter and
hence easy to use and carry. Spine Peak is discarded for easy and quick operation (drawing in and out). The blade is
semi-polished to look good and only semi-polished for strength as initial temper of the blade can be retained since it
skips the long machinery’s polishing process.
Scabbard or Dap is another important and better aspect of the khukuri, particularly the frog. A working knife requires
easy carriage which KHHI is well aware of so the same has been executed here. The standard loop-frog is improved in
which the belt actually goes through the frog keeping the khukuri very close and tight to the body. This position
ensures that wobbling of the khukuri in quick motion like in a regular frog is taken care of for good. A little but
beautiful touch in frog by a leather thong gives pleasant glance to the overall look of the knife.
The Screw-wala is a solid hardcore working knife those who seek for rough and tough use. With the screw-system (nutbolt) in place for handle it out classes the famous rivet-system with ease. Moreover the dismantling and assembling
aspect of the knife if and when necessary positions the kukri to a no.1 spot.
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, semi-polished screw-system full flat tang handle, KHHI frog, 1 pr x extra wooden
handle

